10 Stats Every
Financial
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Needs To Know
Global Guest Attitudes and Trends in Personalization,
Privacy, Messaging, Advertising and Brand Loyalty
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When it comes to driving sales,
email outperforms SMS, banner
ads, paid and organic social
advertising by up to 108%
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A huge 93% of consumers will share
personal and preference data with
your financial services brand if you
offer the right value exchange
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Personalization is the cornerstone
of loyalty, with 74% of consumers
citing a favorite financial services
brand as it treats them
like an individual
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Yet it should only be from data the
consumer proactively shared with you.
Almost two thirds of consumers think
retargeting ads derived from cookie
tracking are creepy, not cool
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of consumers felt frustration
when they received irrelevant
content or offers
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of consumers have gone
to the trouble of installing
ad blocking tech
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And only 13% of consumers will
miss cookies and think they make
for a better online experience

of consumers have made
an online purchase from a
financial services brand in
the last six months

In the last year almost a third
of consumers have switched
away from a financial services
brand they previously were
a loyal customer to

%

But there’s work to do. Only 37%
of consumers trust financial
services brands to use their
data to provide personalized
marketing and services

